March 20, 2023

Dear Fellow Montgomery County Republican Party Members,

I hate losing! I especially hate losing when I know we have a great product to sell, like the **Common Sense ideas and policies that have proven to work.**

I have been standing on polls and actively helping our Republican Party since Hard Hats for Nixon – yes that is 1967! Since that time, I have seen our once great MCRC become mired in scandal, petty infighting (ps. Very common in politics) proxy voting shams and a failure to take on the tough issues of the day that the rank and file are engaged about.

We cannot be afraid to debate our positions with intelligent articulate arguments. But the worst failure has been the petulant refusal of the party to support those candidates that win the support of the people in primes where the “endorsed” candidates do not prevail. That never happens with the progressive- leftist- socialist- woke- democrat party of today, *No matter how bad their candidate is - Need examples- Biden-Harris & Pa’s own Fetterman!-an unbeatable trio of incompetence-they fall in behind them!*

Enough of the past! We waste too much energy on complaining about the past. I want us to think in the present and the future. How can we, in this one small area of our state and country, change the world? *WE MUST THINK BIG!*

1. Update our bylaws by having them based on the idea of transparency and meritocracy. Get people involved! For example:
   - **A. Stop Proxy balloting** which has become the party’s own version of MAIL IN BALLOT program that has stifled fair competitions & positive creative change - we just keep getting the same old same old – and as you know that is the definition of insanity & failure!
   
   **B. Have at least a one-month campaign for party chairman – with open access to contact lists and at least one required debate. It is clear a quick meeting is an attempt to stop competition!**

2. As I regularly do, attend the Montgomery County Commissioners meetings and fight for election integrity, fiscal responsibility and other major issues. I have supplied data to the commissioners that show 3,000 names of people that should not be on the voter rolls and demand that they be removed – I have joined with others demanding an end to the drop boxes and for the county to actively, where it can, end the endless vote counting until a democrat wins! Election day is the last day votes can be accepted!

3. I have been honored to be involved with and joined a great group of Right for Bucks people led by Andy Meheen and represented by pro bono attorney Andy Teitelman Esq. in
their "historical event" (Judge's words) on recounts. We can win with engaged Americans! **Not with proxies, mail-in ballots or any other form of remote control.**

4. Unite all Pennsylvania County Republican Committees to demand our representatives end the corrupt MAIL IN BALLOT vote harvesting scheme! -and stop proxy balloting in our party that invites fraud and error into our electoral system,

5. If we have to play by Democrat party rules let us beat them at it, by marketing our mail in ballots in ways that will force voter reform – because when they start losing the democrats will demand voter reform.

6. I am chairman of the Phyllis Schlafly Eagles Pennsylvania. From Philly to Pittsburgh we have honored Great Americans like – Gen. Mike Flynn – Doug Mastriano- in every event our fallen Heroes-Kathy Barnette- Lara Logan- Col. Allen West- Wendy Bell – and many others. I will bring the same level of leadership and passion to the Chair of MCRC.

7. IT IS TIME WE BEGIN MARKETING THE FACT THAT THE REAL RADICAL PARTY IS THE DEMOCRAT PARTY OF TODAY. Jack Kennedy could not be endorsed by the Democrat party of today because he was a **Roman Catholic PRO LIFE -Tax cut President!**

If I am elected as your party chairman, I will make sure our message is heard loud & clear- as I do on my weekly radio program, THE DON'T BACK DOWN SHOW”. Like-The Democrat party stands for tax increases & inflation which in effect is like cutting social security for our seniors citizens and chases them out of their homes-democrats believe that a biological male can change and shower in front of our wives and daughters and destroy the value of women sports programs - democrats believe that it's ok killing an innocent child in the 9 month of pregnancy- Democrat believe that criminals have more rights than the victim by eliminating bail – to democrats everything is based on race and not on THE CONTENT OF ONE'S CHARACTER! Democrats want us to hate each other! Why are our party leaders not shouting these messages out?

To paraphrase Winston Churchill – We will not back down in the courts- we will not back down from protecting the American Dream for ALL- we will demand safety on our streets – we will not back down from protecting our medical rights – we will not back down from protecting the rights of the innocent unborn. - we will not back down from our right to free speech and nonviolent debate. As Gen Patton Said, “IF EVERYONE IS THINKING THE SAME, THEN NO ONE IS THINKING!”

**WINNING IS AN ATTITUDE! IT IS TIME TO WIN TOGETHER! ARE YOU READY TO CHANGE THE ATTITUDE? I ask for your vote as your party Chairman! I will serve for 2 years. Then as they say, if I fail then throw the bum out!**

Respectfully

Stan Casacio

215.651.1042